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Huck and Pap

Pap calls Huck names like ‘dandy’ because he doesn’t 

like that he is civilized.  He doesn’t see the need and 

rather than be happy that his son will have more 

opportunities than he did, he’s defensive and mad and 

he lashes out. 

Twain uses this to comment about parental structures.

KEY CONCEPT: What’s a bigger comment Twain is 

making?  About leaders?  Those in charge?



The dang bread…

People throw bread into the water with 

mercury in it to try to identify where Huck’s  

body is.

It’s weird, I know…



The Fraaaaaaaaaaanch

Even though we are different, we are all the 

same

What is Twain saying with the different 

languages?



Huck’s dilemma

Huck’s dilemma started with Miss Watson

Been good to him

Someone’s property

MORAL GROWTH



The Franch and Solerman

We think his arguments against the French 

language and King ‘Solerman’ are foolish, but 

what he’s saying is that he’s a man and the 
people in these parables aren’t being treated as 

one. 



What did Huck do after scaring Jim?

He put his big boy pants on and said SORRY!

Moral growth/maturation

Big deal!  No for real, it is!

Historical context, apologizing to a slave

What is Twain saying?



How has Jim changed?

Jim has ALWAYS been kind

Jim has ALWAYS had the attributes of a father (because 

he is one)

Jim has changed because…

He is more vocal

He questions things

He is less naive 



APPEARANCE VS. REALITY 

Think BIGGER!

Avoid just lies or tricks

Religious people appear to be good but they’re 
not

Pap and Huck 

Other examples?



Sherburn

In a pack, we are strong.  Alone, we are 

cowards.

What is Twain’s comment?

THINK BIGGER!  THINK HISTORICALLY!  THINK 

WAR AND STUFF! 



Mary Jane

“Pray for me!  I reckoned if she knowed me 

she’d take a job that was more near her size.”

“…and if I’d d’thought it would do any good for 

me to pray for her; blamed if I wouldn’t’a done it 

or bust” 

(171-172)



It’s lovely to live on a raft…

What does the river symbolize? 

This is not a trick question.  Think about it. 


